1. First make sure your hardware (Technopipes & cables) are properly connected to your computer before launching Engine:
1.1. Plug the USB end of the MConnect cable into a free usb port on your computer. While holding the key combination for
MIDI mode*, plug the Mini-jack into your Technopipes. Or put the mini-jack in first and then make sure that the first thing
you do with the chanter is to finger the key combination for MIDI mode. Once connected corrected the 'IN' light on the
MIDI USB cable will flash green when you play the Technopipes but there will be no sound.
* The key combination for MIDI mode can be found in the instruction sheet supplied with your Technopipes. Also available
at: www.fagerstrom.com/technopipes/docs/GHB_SP%20manual.pdf
A video demonstrating entering MIDI mode can be found at:
http://www.fagerstrom.com/technopipes/filmclips/MIDI_mode.wmv

2. Once your hardware is correctly linked up launch Engine:
2.1. On the left of the interface choose 'click here to load instrument' (Fig. 1). Select 'Studio Piper' from the drop down then
choose, first your input electronic bagpipe, then the instrument you want to play. The Studio Piper interface should now be
displayed.
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2.3 Again on the left of the Engine interface change the 'Midi Chan.' dropdown from '01' to 'All' (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2

2.4. To turn the drones on with the Technopipes play a low A before starting the chanter. Playing an E will start the chanter.
2.5. To switch the Technopipes input off at any time hold the key combination for Sound off found in the Technopipes Manual.
There is also a separate on/off control for the drones within the Studio Piper interface. Only use one of these methods to
control the drones at any one time.
3. You can customise the sound of each instrument using the the various controls and effects on the Studio Piper interface:
3.1. Choose your preferred chanter to drone balance by using the Volume and Pan sliders found in the chanter and drone panels
(Fig. 3). Different mixes work for different pipes.

Fig. 3

3.2. The Timbre Controls for both drone and chanter allow you to further personalise the sound of the pipes (Fig. 4).
Experiment with the dials to find your favourite settings for each set of pipes.

Fig. 4

3.3. The Bite section of the chanter panel subtly alters the cut off of each chanter sample when switching from one note to
another. Different press and release values work better for different pipes. Low values suit the sharper sounds of the Highland
and Border pipes while you may find that higher values fit the softer note transitions of the Small Pipes.
3.4. The Master panel (Fig. 5) contains a slider for the overall Volume as well as two controls for tuning each instrument.
Choose your key using the Transpose drop down or buttons. Fine tune by individual cents using the Tuning slider.

Fig. 5

3.5. The Effects panel contains controls for Reverb and Delay. Enabling you to select a space in which to play the pipes and to
set the parameters of the individual effects.
3.6. The Metronome allows control over both Time Signature and Tempo.
3.7. All settings can be saved, ready to reload upon launch. On the left of the interface, click drop down titled with the name of
the pipes you have loaded (Fig. 6). Then choose 'save'.

Fig. 6

Troubleshooting
Symptom: My computer isn't receiving MIDI from the Technopipes.
Solution:
a. Test your Technopipes battery by playing it direct through earphones or a speaker.
b. The red power light on the ART MConnect cable should be solid. If not check that the USB end is secure.
c. When you play notes on the chanter the 'IN' light should flash green. If not, you are not properly in MIDI mode. The key
combination for MIDI mode can be found in the instruction sheet supplied with your Technopipes. Also available at:
www.fagerstrom.com/technopipes/docs/GHB_SP%20manual.pdf. A video demonstrating entering MIDI mode can be found
at: http://www.fagerstrom.com/technopipes/filmclips/MIDI_mode.wmv

Symptom: When I launch Studio Piper I receive an error message as below.

Solution: That error message indicates an unsuccessful activation.
Please delete this file - Studio Piper.lic
located in - /Library/Application Support/Yellow Tools/licenses
You may need to change your file/folder options to display hidden files/folders first.
Then reattempt activation as per the instruction guide. Additionally here's a link to an activation demo video http://bsdwl.de/Engine/ENGINE_Quick_Start_Tutorial.mp4

If you have any further queries please email keir@ePipes.co.uk

